The history of Japanese cartography, not being well understood outside Japan, requires further attention for scholars who do not use Japanese, including expanding the existing body of foreign-language knowledge and further explanations. In this context, the present article examines the Japanese vocabulary for "map" and sheds light on how the Japanese have viewed maps as artifacts. After a brief on the English word "map," the Japanese words which have functioned as generic terms for "map" are discussed in regard to their origin , meanings, and usage, as well as the cultural forces that influenced their coinage and/or mainstream adoption. Following this is a demonstration that even today the question of what word to use for "map" in Japanese has not been settled, there being three commonly encoun tered words, two of which have semantic defects and the third being recently derived from "map ." The final section notes that the record indicates that the Japanese have not considered maps to be sufficiently distinct to require their own designation, as well as that content and an understanding of the relevant English vocabulary, not necessarily the Japanese , determine whether an artifact is a "map" or something else in English.
Vocabulary
that is used within a culture offers insights into how its people view things of importance in their milieu. While indigenous vocabulary, often with unclear origins, reflects basic concerns and peculiar circumstances, and words adapted from foreign languages usually point to objects and concepts that have been brought into a culture, traceable neologisms do either depending on their context. This can be seen in the history of Japanese vocabulary for "map ," the evidence for which makes it possible to argue that the Japanese language has never had a word to correspond, in meaning and in usage, exactly to the English word "map." Some words have, however, served as attempts to do so, and they convey important percep tions of maps that have changed over time, as well as reflect cultural influences at the time each term was coined and/or became main stream in specialist and, apparently, popular usage.
Various sources were consulted to examine both specialist and nonspecialist vocabulary, of which there is no remarkable difference. Al though there are many books and articles treat ing the history of Japanese cartography, mainly prior to the Meiji Period , historical evidence for this study was mainly taken from Harley and Woodward (1994) (a good source for literature on the subject), Unno (1985 Unno ( , 1996 Unno ( , 1999 , Hisatake and Hasegawa (1993) , Katsura gawa Ezu Kenkyuukai (1988 Kenkyuukai ( , 1989 , and Cor tazzi (1983) . A handbook of cartographic termi nology published by the Japanese Association of Cartographers (Nikon Kokusai Chizu Gakkai 1998) spans the historic and contemporary peri ods, while common dictionaries (Nagasawa 1999; Owada et al. 1999; Collick et al. 1995) , maps on sale at a large bookstore in Shibuya ward, Tokyo, and over 300 randomly photo graphed maps on public display throughout the country provided the contemporary data. Vir tually all of this evidence has been published in tabular form elsewhere (Potter 2000 (Potter , 2001 , so only a comparatively small set of examples is used here.
Notes on the English Word "Map"
Defining the English word "map" is not as difficult as cartographic specialists seem to en joy making it. For one reason or another, quite often an eagerness to emphasize the link be tween maps and geography, practically every authoritative definition is restricted in a fash ion that belies common-sense reasoning.
Be cause of this, a relatively open-ended definition -a visual artifact which clearly relates dis tance and direction of specified objects-is used here and elsewhere (Potter 2001) to allow for maps to convey information about things that are beyond the Earth, above or below its sur face regardless of their relationship to the sur face, and imaginary or not geographically real, as well as those (most commonly) associated with the Earth, its surface, and interpretations of reality. It is important to note that although distance (in time or linear units) and direction are necessary, they need not be accurate and that, mainly to distinguish a map from a paint ing or other drawn composition, objects must be specified by words and/or symbols.
An important characteristic of the English word "map" is that it almost always retains its dignity as a separate word. The cases where it operates as a root can be attributed to semantic evolution (e.g. "mapmaking" from "map making," a hyphenated compound from "mak ing maps"), common word construction (e.g. "mapper" and "maplike") , and grammatical ap plications (e.g. "mapping"), but even in such words "map" itself does not change. When a map is described, "map" becomes neither a suffix (e.g. "roadmap," "environmentmap") nor a prefix (e.g. "mapworld," "mapamerica"), and nei ther does it change its form, pronunciation, or spelling, allowance being made for its long out dated predecessor "mappe." Rather, "map" is consistently qualified by one or more words as in "star map," "topological map," "map of Asia," "map of caves ," and "map for traveling." Simi larly, when "map" describes something else, as in "map projection" and "map symbol," it does not become a component in a longer word (e.g. "mapreproduction") . This practice of using "map" as a discrete word argues that it conveys a special idea (a visual impression of distance and direction, of spatial relationships) which can be applied to a tremendously broad range of contexts.
Evolution
of Generic Japanese Terms for "Map" Once coined, from "the Late Latin word mappa, meaning a cloth" (Harley and Wood ward 1987: xvi) or "tablecloth or napkin" (Woodward 1987: 287) , the meaning and use of "map" in the English language has remained stable and specific. This is not true of the Japanese words that have conveyed the same meaning, which Unno hinted at but did not pursue in Harley and Woodward (1994: 349) , remarking briefly that There are several terms for "map" and the different types of maps compiled and used in Japan in historical times. The most impor tant root in these terms is zu, which might be translated as "map" or "diagram" and seems to have been in use since the eighth or ninth century. In the two chapters on pre-Meiji Japan in Har ley and Woodward (1994) several Japanese words have been translated simply as "map"-zu, ezu, ooezu, chizu, souzu, zenzu, zukan, zushiki, dochou, and even shirushi and kata-while the "root" zu has been translated as "map ," "chart," "plan ," "picture," "drawing," "diagram," "sketch," "illustration ," and (strangely) "star map." Simi larly, it is possible today to find "map" given as the meaning for zu, chizu, zenzu, zumen, annaizu, annai, gaido, and mappa, and zu does convey a host of meanings that include (besides "map") "drawing ," "picture," "diagram," "chart," "plan," "graph ," "figure," and "illustration" (Potter 2001) . Although some of this confusion may be attributed to faulty translations, it is founded in a reality which indicates that the Japanese have not envisioned maps as discretely as does the English word "map."
To understand this, it is necessary to appreci ate that rather than the Japanese language hav ing had "several terms for 'map'," it has never truly had one. There is sufficient evidence to demonstrate this (Potter 2000 (Potter , 2001 ) and, as suggested by the observation in Kindaichi (1990: 131-132 ) that "frequently" in the Japa nese language "words are lacking which repre sent an idea intermediate between an upper concept [as would be zu in the sense of "infor mative picture"]...and
[a] lower concept" such as teikikoukuurozu (airline route map), it is not anything terribly unusual. To explain this and to make sense of the semantic confusion given above, the sequence of generic terms that have been used in Japan for maps is discussed, high lighting their original usefulness and inherent defects.
It appears that before writing their own his tory early in the eighth century, the Japanese had been introduced to and made maps. Extant evidence of an early ability to portray spatial distributions are the stone engravings inside a tomb in Kurayoshi, Tottori prefecture, and an other (Takamatsuzuka) in Asuka, Nara prefec ture (Unno 1996: 84-85 (Kurayoshi) ; Harley and Woodward 1994: 352-353, 579-581 (both) ). The former dates probably to the sixth century A. D. and seems to depict a shrine compound that would have been associated with the in terred (Potter 2000: 127-129) , while that at Asuka has a distribution of stars based on a Chinese model and dates to the late seventh or early eighth century A. D. Unno (1996: 84) uses the term "maplike" (chizurashiki) to refer to the Kurayoshi work, and in Harley and Woodward (1994: 579) Miyajima considers the other to be a seishouzu (map/diagram of star forms), defined as "a schematic picture of certain stars and constellations." Such references suggest that neither engraving satisfactorily met a set of criteria to define "map," yet their pictorial sym bolism-notably buildings, torii, and trees in the first, round stars and connecting lines in the second-and spatial relationships indicate that the Japanese were capable of producing maps before the Nara Period (710-794).
Evidence to support the idea that prehistoric Japanese made maps on less durable materials may be found in the Nihon Shoki (Written Ac count of Japan) of 720 A. D. According to Unno (1996: 84) , the earliest reference to maps in this document dates to the ninth year of the Japa nese sovereign Chuuai, thought to be 391 A. D., when the king of Silla (on the Korean penin sula) presented shirushihefumuta to the conquering Japanese, the shirushi being inter preted to mean "maps" and hefumuta family registers (koseki in contemporary Japa nese). Despite having noted that there are reser vations about whether shirushi actually meant maps, and/or was in use at the time of conquest or writing (Harley and woodward 1994: 354) , Unno (1996: 84) contends that around the end of the fourth century "there was not yet a spe cific word to designate maps, and in the word shirushi is shown something that was used" (translated by SRP). Ujitani (1999a: 191) , in his modernized version of the Nihon Shoki, for in stance, concurs by rendering shirushi as chizu, the ordinarily used word for "map" today.
Three other apparent references to maps in the Nihon Shoki are reproduced by Unno (1996: 88) from a manuscript copy dating to 1540. Assuming that the pronunciations recorded in katakana are faithful to the eighth-century originals, these references suggest that kata and, possibly, katatsukai were used for maps. On two occasions, referring to maps of Tanega Island in 681 and of the province of Shinano in 684, kata is written next to a variant of the China), Based on the context of kata referring to a visual representation of something topog raphical, Unno (1996: 84, 87; and in Harley and Woodward 1994: 349, 354) argues that kata might have been an early Japanese word for maps, supported by Ujitani's use of chizu for the Tanega document and, although it has broader applications, zumen (map, drawing) for that of Shinano (1999b: 288, 298 nounced as zu, to, zuu, and haka-which Unno (1996: 84; and in Harley and Woodward 1994: 354) suggests was used in Japan before the Nihon Shoki was written down. Haka is an indigenous pronunciation, but zu and to are derived from the Chinese tu, and zuu is a length ened zu, while the character can generally be interpreted to convey the meaning of "picture" (Potter 2001: 176-178) . Of the pronunciations, zu and to are the most important as they have been used to create, ultimately, compound nouns such as keizu (genealogy), seizu (drafting, drawing), zukei (figure, diagram), and tosho (books). This practice would have traced back to the Mound Building Period (roughly from the mid third into the seventh century) when Chinese writing was introduced to Japan, and Unno has noted (in Harley and Woodward 1994: 354) (translated by SRP) There are a few observations to be made from this information.
One is the fact that, as Unno noted, ezu was a Japanese neologism to express an idea-illus trated topographical diagrams-that had (e from hui), it was not a Chinese word and apparently has never had a Chinese counter part (i.e. huitu). The timing is also worth noting in that the tenth century coincided with "the all important literary period" which provided mod els for subsequent written Japanese (Kindaichi 1990: 78) Genji, ca. 1002 Genji, ca. -1019 . By this time China had ceased to provide the politi cal and cultural stimulation that had peaked by the middle of the eighth century, and the Japa nese had embarked on a lengthy cultural isola tion that started to dissipate only during the Meiji Period. In the context of its creation and period of use, the word ezu may be interpreted to reflect the cultural introversion and crystalli zation of the Japanese nation.
Other observations involve the roots in ezu and the implication that its coinage has for zu. As noted previously, e refers to pictures of a generally emotive, decorative nature, while zu conveys something more informative, suggest ing that an ezu incorporates both. Unno's re marks above about its coinage clearly support this since the jouri grids, along with the neces sary basic information, provided for the zu part, and the supplementary, illustrative "landforms and man-made features" the e. Although the interrelationship between the zu and e compo nents varied from work to work, it is rather clear that it did pervade the spirit of Japanese cartography into the middle of the nineteenth century, and the prolific output of the Edo Pe riod in particular suggests that mapmaking had become as much a fine art as it was a scientific craft (e.g. Harley and Woodward 1994: 396-453) . Certainly at the time of coinage, the e root was definitive, separating illustrated maps from those which were not (hakuzu). At the same time, words such as ezu, hakuzu, and denzu im ply that their common denominator (zu) was able to communicate the meaning of "map" as early as the period when the jouri system was in use.
Ezu sufficed as a generic term well into the Edo Period, but by the nineteenth century the trend in Japanese cartography had been shift ing more toward the scientific side (greater ac curacy, refined presentation to draw attention mainly to the information) than the artistic. The inspiration for this was in the progres sively more scientific and less ornamental car tography of western and central Europe, sam ples of which were introduced to Japan via the Dutch trading facilities at Nagasaki and exam ined by Dutch-studies (Rangaku) scholars from the mid eighteenth century onwards. European cartographic works translated into Japanese and Japanese maps based on them focused rather dryly on the Earth and its parts, while exploratory and surveying work done by Japa nese from late in the eighteenth century re sulted in maps of Japan, its parts, and adjacent territories that were primarily informative (e.g. Harley and Woodward 1994: 432-453) . During the latter third of the Edo Period, the definitive focus of maps had shifted from the illustrative content (the e) to the Earth and land, expressed Although the precise origins of the term chizu are not presently dateable, it did exist during the Edo Period and seems to have acquired respectability through its usage by Inou Tada taka (1745-1818), the famous surveyor whose work from 1800 to 1815 led to series of accurate maps, completed in 1821, of the Japanese coast lines. Still, it was not until the Meiji Period that chizu earned official sanction through its use by the Ministry of Education, the Army, and the Bureau of Land Surveying (Nikon Kokusai Chizu Gakkai 1998: 22). Activities associated with land gave essence to the last two, reflected in their respective Japanese names of Rikugun (land-forces) and Rikuchisokuryoubu (land measurement/survey-department), but Unno (1985: 82) attributes the replacement of ezu by chizu as the general term for maps to its use in "school education ," then under the auspices of an enormously influential Ministry of Educa tion. Through such specialist and popular ap plications, the word chizu became mainstream Japanese, and it has continued to be treated, in a sense, as the generic word for "map."
There are three insightful observations to be made from the Meiji support for chizu. One is that the term chi suggests that the Japanese had come to perceive maps in relation to "land" -rather than to places or to territory that need not be (entirely) land-and this most likely was the result of how Japanese scholars interpreted the vanguard of European cartography late in the eighteenth and throughout the nineteenth centuries, when methodic land surveys contrib uted to increasingly accurate maps in such countries as France, Russia, England, and the United States. A related observation is that through the root chi, the Japanese came to iden tify maps and cartography (chizugaku) with ge ography (chirugaku (Earth/land-reason-study)), a semantic connection which does not exist in English or in such European languages as Rus sian, German, and French, although native us ers of such languages are likely to associate maps with geography.
A third observation, of a cultural nature, is that the choice of chizu illustrates the concern of the rather nationalistic Meiji regime for Japa neseness in a milieu of foreign-induced materi alistic and institutional changes. Japanese mapmaking in the Meiji Period was itself heav ily foreign-its having been an extension of advanced European and American cartography accounted for 1867 being the cut-off date for "traditional" Japan in the encyclopedic History of Cartography (Harley and Woodward 1994) and the discontinuity, although not exactly abrupt, sufficed to warrant replacing ezu as the generic term for maps. In this context, it is possible to imagine that, as with zu in the Nara Period or earlier, there was a temptation to Japanize an imported word to express the avant-garde, later definitive, maps that were based on methodic surveys, mathematical pre cision in regard to scales and coordinates, and draftsmanship that focused on useful informa tion. Such a word, however, might have struck the Japanese public rather oddly and, presuma bly, smacked of sedition in the Army and the Ministry of Education. That the Japanese word chizu, not Chinese despite its derivation, had been gaining currency and seemed to capture the essence of "modern" maps in the last third of the nineteenth century was, it would seem, a fortuitous development which, as if to capture the cultural strains of the time, gave a Japanese identity to a fundamentally foreign concept. Military defeat in 1945 allowed a subsequent American presence and influence in Japan that precipitated gradual changes in the materialis tic culture and interest in things foreign, espe cially American and in English, that might have horrified the Meiji elite. Since the end of the war, Japanese cartography not only has kept up with the technological changes and resulting manifestations but has also done so well as, for example, the myriad of readily avail able high-quality maps attests. Given that Americans have mainly been on the cutting edge, the relevant new terms have generally been coined in English, and the Japanese have opted to translate some, Japanize the English in others, and occasionally do both (Potter 2000: 141-142; Nihon Kokusai Chizu Gakkai (1998) is a good source for this). An important result is new-wave specialist terms as baacharumappu (virtual map) and saimappu (SYMAP, from "synagraphic mapping system") (Nihon Koku sai Chizu Gakkai 1998: 392, 372), something that is also true of other specialist as well as general vocabulary, examples being listed in Potter (2000: 161-162; 2001: 195-196) . A re lated development, important here and perhaps partly attributable to the recent Japanese fasci nation with the English language, is the seep age into mainstream Japanese of mappu, in the context of "map," alongside chizu and zu. Al though it is too early to determine if mappu has a promising future, it is worth noting that the word could be useful since it is not inherently as limited as chizu (land-picture/diagram) or as broad as zu (picture/diagram).
Contemporary
Usage of Words for "Map"
Despite the claims that ezu and chizu served as generic terms for "map," neither truly oper ated in the complete capacity of "map." Origi nally, the opposite of an ezu was a hakuzu, and subsequently many maps were simply titled zu (e.g. Gotenjiku Zu, Map of the Five Lands of the Hindus; Dainihonkoku (no) Zu, Map of the Coun try of Great Japan), while most words describ ing maps have been zu plus a prefixed qualific ation (e.g. shouenzu, estate map; chikyuuzu, map of the Earth; shoutouzu, orthodox map). Harley and Woodward (1994) , through the words listed near the beginning of the previous section, give the impression that several others meant "map," but it is easy to demonstrate that this is errone ous by translating them correctly as "large (pic ture-) map" for ooezu, "general map" for souzu, "complete map" for zenzu , "pictorial book" for zukan, "diagram" for zushiki, and "land ledger" (given as the alternative) for dochou. Similarly, the present popular and even specialist consen sus that chizu equals "map" can be disproved through the cartographic use of zu, and its in sinuation that chi limits the range of chizu, while, except for mappu, other words that are periodically translated as or appear to mean "map" may also be dismissed through proper translation.
First, there are many pairs of words in which chizu and zu are interchangeable suffixes for "map ," common examples being sekaichizu/ sekaizu (world map), toshichizu/toshizu (city map), dourochizu/dourozu (road map), and annai chizu/annaizu (guide/information map). Zu was found to be used in the context of "map" in an enormous number of cases (105 alone being translated as such in Nihon Kokusai Chizu Gak kai (1998)) that include chikeizu (topographic map), jissokuzu (surveyed map), kuikizu (map of an area), and shokuseizu (vegetation map), while in many others (notably eighty in Nihon Koku sai Chizu Gakkai (1998)) zu was translated as "chart" but not "map" in cartographic contexts , examples being getsumenzu (selenographic chart), kikouzu (climatic chart), and taikenzu (great circle chart). Chizu, without zu as an alternative, was also found to be a suffix mean ing "map" in a fewer, yet still large number of terms (about fifty, for example, in Nihon Koku sai Chizu Gakkai (1998)), examples being seiji chizu (political map), kankouchizu (map for travel/tourism), and shinshouchizu (mental map). Although most constructions use chizu or zu as a suffix, they can also appear as prefixes meaning "map" in the likes of chizuhenshuu (map compilation), chizukigou (map symbol), chizutouei (map projection), zufuku (map sheet), and zumei (map title). (See Tables 1-5 for these and other examples and Potter (2000 Potter ( , 2001 for more information and examples.)
It is appropriate to ask if an underlying nu ance distinguishes zu from chizu in cases such as these, perhaps something that might demon strate that chizu is substantially closer in mean ing and usage to the English word "map" than is zu. As a starter, those pairs in which chizu and zu are interchangeable suffixes, as well as the fact that as independent words both are used in the context of "map," suggest that a search would be pointless, and there is nothing intrin sic in those with zu in Table 2 to suggest that they do not convey the spirit of "map." It is, however, possible to see that zu is used in cases where, by virtue of chi referring to land, chizu either does not make sense (e.g. kaizu, nautical chart (sea-picture/diagram); kairyuuzu, (sea) current chart; seizu, star chart/map) or is argua bly inappropriate (e.g, tenkizu, weather chart/ map; mizuriyouzu, water use map). That zu may be translated as "chart" is insufficient to distin guish zu from chizu, partly because carto graphic charts are a subset of maps, and partly because chizu alone or in a few compounds (e.g. merukatoruchizu, Mercator map/chart; kan kyouchizu, environmental map/chart) may also be translated as "chart."
The most significant observation to be made from the evidence is that zu can be used in circumstances where chizu would be awkward, as in the nonexistent kaichizu (sea-land-picture/ diagram) for a sea chart or map of the sea(s) or seichizu (stars-land-picture/diagram) for a star chart or map of stars. This indicates that the chi in chizu does imply "land" (as in, e.g., "land map for travel" for ryokouchizu), and thus is not a syllable of convenience.
That said, it must however be noted that in many cases where chizu is used, chi might conceivably be deleted to create such terms as bousaizu (disaster/haz ard map) and yuubinzu (postal map). In some cases it would seem that choosing zu or chizu in word-formation depended on esthetics, ichizu (location map), for example, feeling more com fortable than the possible ichichizu (location(s)-land-picture/diagram).
Mappu offers some sense of relief from this semantic bother. Because it is of foreign deriva tion, it can be manipulated to do what chizu and zu cannot. In regard to definition it can bypass the limitation of "land" in chizu and, conversely, be more specific than the broadly applied zu, while in usage it has been observed to operate as a word and a suffix in the same way as zu, chizu, and (in English) "map." Quite often it appears in terms that are derived completely Table 3 . Examples of words with Zu given to mean "chart" but not "map" from English-as in dijitarumappu (digital map), irasutomappu (illustrated map), and roodomappu (road map)-but this is not a limitation given the likes of chuushajoumappu (map of parking places) and keitaimappu (portable map) which combine a Japanese word (chuushajou, keitai) with mappu (Potter 2000 (Potter , 2001 ).
Analysis
The historical and contemporary record dem onstrates that several words have served to convey the meaning of "map" in the Japanese language, with the most enduring being zu. This word is however applied to such a tremen dous range of English concepts that its mean ing, "map" or otherwise, can occasionally not be clear. When a translation or a specific under standing is required, it can be a time-consuming experience to determine if a zu is a picture, diagram, illustration, map, plan, chart, or some thing else. It is, however, this vagueness which lies at the heart of appreciating the Japanese cartographic heritage and how Japanese, in a philosophical sense, have looked at maps.
Rather than having seen maps as distinct entities requiring their own word, Japanese have considered them to be diagrams, pictures, or illustrations, terms that need not be carto graphic. Conceptually speaking, then, it is only the contents of a zu that distinguish a map, for example of forests (shinrinzu), from other illus trative material such as a bird's-eye view (chou kanzu), a wiring diagram (haisenzu), an anatomi cal chart (kaibouzu), and an electroencephalo gram (nouhazu). To determine whether "map," another English cartographic term, or some thing else is appropriate it is occasionally neces sary to see an artifact, as well as to decide what the relevant English words mean. Examples include weighing "map" against "diagram" in an early fourteenth-century zu of Japan (e.g. Cor tazzi 1983: 68), against "view" for one of Ama nohashidate of 1502 (Unno 1996: 10, xi) , and against "scenes" for such zu as those of Kyoto and Edo on folding screens dating to the Edo Period (e.g. Yamori 1984: 41-44, 49, plate 2) . In these examples, using "map" depends on whether one nontrivial criterion, notably shown territory or names of places, suffices or whether a combination is necessary, that is on how the English word "map" is defined, which is also true of any other possibility.
In the galaxy of cartographic terminology where zu and chizu have been combined with otherwise independent words to create generic (ezu, chizu) and specific terms, the qualifying roots give essence to zu. When ezu was coined, it was the illustrations (e) which were definitive, and other words and roots were subsequently used to express the territorial content, demon strated by kuniezu (province/country illustrated-picture/diagram) and Nagasaki ooezu (Nagasaki-large-illustrated-picture/dia gram). Chizu presumably originated to describe a type of diagram and must have seemed in creasingly relevant as the Edo Period came to a close, while its widespread use during and after the Meiji Period may be linked to the general perception in Japan and elsewhere of maps be ing oriented to land and the Earth. Similarly, those terms which specify the type of zu may be interpreted as diagrams or something illustra tive of, for example, locations (ichizu), seas (kaizu), climates (kikouzu), and fisheries (gyo gyouyouzu).
To summarize, it may be said that through zu the Japanese language does not distinguish be tween maps and illustrative material that are not maps, to which might be added that zu was never supposed to mean "map" and that the notable attempts of ezu and chizu have proven to be defective generic terms. Ezu has already been demoted and is now synonymous with echizu and even irasutomappu, both referring to maps with ornamental illustrations.
In Kinda ichi's (1990: 131-132) framework, these are "lower" concepts that convey "a very particular meaning," as do the likes of seizu, sekaizu, kaizu, tenkizu, jissokuzu, and annaizu.
Chizu would have originated as a "lower" concept, which in a sense it still is, but by treating it as a generic term for maps it has also been elevated to an "intermediate" concept . The "upper" concept, that with "the most comprehensive meaning," is zu, which has also functioned at the "intermedi ate" level. Applying words to two levels can be confusing as, on the one hand, a word with a specific "lower" usage such as chizu (land picture/diagram) can seemingly exclude other "lower" concepts (e .g, kaizu, seizu) from its "in termediate" umbrella, while on the other hand, a broad "upper" concept such as zu (picture, diagram, etc.) used at the "intermediate" level makes it difficult to distinguish various sub types (the likes of maps, diagrams, graphs, and illustrations).
Mappu might alleviate this confusion. On its own it does operate as an "intermediate" con cept, and when qualified it can function within the domain of the "lower." An important ques tion here would be whether it is capable of covering a diverse set of cartographic terms, including chizu, kaizu, seizu, and the other ex amples given in the tables for this article. Since it may be defined to do so, the next question is 
